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ZAGREB CITY BREAK
Weekend in Zagreb, 3 days/2 nights, Zagreb/Croatia,
Experience city’s charming central part, including historic Upper town, as well as the
main sights in lower town, Zagreb’s center, rightfully nicknamed “little Vienna”, filled
with historic architecture and enjoy local food and wine. (Zagreb, the city of museums and
culture, growing and developing quickly into one of the cities of the so-called New
Europe is at the same time incredibly laid-back: one of the pleasures that locals as well as
tourists enjoy here is relaxing in one of the many cafes that the city has to offer as life
which goes on in the busy streets becomes just a scenery.)

Day 1: Arrival to Zagreb, transfer to hotel, check-in, free time for afternoon/evening walk
Day 2: Sightseeing tour 3-4 hours. The tour starts at your preferred meeting point, and then
we will take you through the historic parts of Zagreb’s upper town, with its narrow streets
filled with stories from the past. The Stone Gate, Grič Cannon and St. Mark’s Church are just
some of the Upper town’s most cherished sights. Also, you will experience the elegant
architecture of Zagreb’s lower town and it’s Austro-hungarian buildings and parks, as well as
charming pedestrian streets and squares where locals love to relax. Besides being the Croatian
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capital and a city rich with history you will experience Zagreb as being a business centre,
university centre, city of culture, art and entertainment. After which we will take you to one of
Zagreb’s wine bars for a taste of exclusive and award winning Croatian wine, and finish off
with a visit to restaurant “Old Puntijar”, one of Croatia’s oldest restaurants, at the foothills of
Medvednica mountain, and give you the gourmet experience you will remember. Free time
for night out in Zagreb town centre.
Day 3: Free time to explore Zagreb's sights and shopping opportunities. Optional: Short
excursion to Samobor, small town near Zagreb, rich in culture, history and gastronomy.
Transfer to airport.

Price: 240 EUR per person
Price includes: local tours and transfers, activity guides and admissions, minivan/bus on
24h disposal, taxes fees and service charges, full-time services of a professional travel
coordinator/guide, 2 nights in Hotel “I” 3* halfboard, flexibility if decided to make
changes in schedule
*Fine print: Travelers are responsible for the cost of drinks , food and services during free
time
Optional excursion to Samobor 12 EUR per person
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